
 
[អ$កស'( ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ$កផ1ល់បទស'( សន៍៖ 89ក់ ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00]  

 
េពលេនះ ខO P ំកំពុងេរTបចំឬសWី។  ខO P ំរកេមZលឬសWីែដល8តង់ 
េដZម]ីយកមកបិតេធ̀Zអងa bច។  
Now I am preparing pieces of the bamboo. I am looking for straight bamboo 
for making the Angkuoch.  

 
[00:15]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីពុះ និងបិតចេ8មuកឬសWីឱw9ន់ែតតូច]  
[KC chops and carves a piece of the bamboo to make it smaller]  
 
[01:15]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីទុកចេ8មuកឬសWីែដលzត់{នបិតក| Pងកែ}~� ង 
េហZយzត់យកចេ8មuកឬសWីមួយេទTតមកបិត]  
[KC puts a carved bamboo piece into a basket, and takes another small piece of the 
bamboo to carve]  
 
[02:23]  
 

ខO P ំ�ស់�$ តប៉ុេណ� ះ េដZម]ីេធ̀Zឱw'នលឺសេម�ង។         
I measure it to get the right size and to make sure that it can produce a good 
sound.  

 
[02:33]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក ់ជ ីយកគ8ម�អងa bចមក�ស់ េហZយzត់យកេ�� ៃដមកគូសចំ�រំ�̀ស់េ�ះ]  
[KC takes a nearby sample Angkuoch to measure with, and takes a pencil to mark its 
length onto a piece of the bamboo]   
 
[03:06]  
 

េបZខO P ំមិន'នគ8ម��$ តេទ ខO P ំ8ត�វ�ក់8'មៃដ�ស់ែបបេនះ។ �ល់ែតេធ̀Zែបប 
េទZបខO P ំ�ចេធ̀Zឱwអងa bចេនះ'នសេម�ង{នលឺ។  
If I do not have the sample [nearby], I can use three fingers to measure, like 
this. The Angkuoch can produce a sound as long as I do this.  
 

[03:18]  
 

េពលេនះ ខO P ំេរTបចំេ�ះ8បេ�ង។  
Now I am preparing to make a hole.  
 

[03:25]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីេ8បZញញ� រ និងែដក8តង់មួយេដZម]ីេ�ះ8បេ�ងៃនចេ8មuកឬសWី]  
[KC uses a hammer and a straight piece of metal to make a hole in one of the pieces 
of bamboo]  
 
[04:30]  



 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីចិតែផ$ក'¡ ងៃនចេ8មuកឬសW]ី  
[KC carves on one side of the bamboo piece]  
 
[04:43]  
 

ខូចមួយ{ត់! 
It is broken now. 

 
[04:50]  
 
េតZ'នេរ£ងអ̀ី?  
What happened?  
 

ខO P ំចិត8ជ ¦ល។ [េសZច...]  
I over-carved it. [Laughs…]  
 
ខO P ំ�ចយកចំណិតឬសWីមួយេនះជំនួស{ន។ 
I can use this one instead.  

 
[05:00]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីយកចំណិតឬសWីមកចិត*រªថ�]ី  
[KC takes another piece of bamboo to carve. Pinn peat music in the background from 
a nearby wedding.]  
 
[05:42]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីយកចំណិតឬសWីតូចមួយមកកល់8តង់អ�1 ត]  
[KC inserts a tiny piece of the bamboo to support the lamella while he carves further.]  
 
[06:00]  
 
[ប� ប់ពី�ក់េហZយ t 89ក់ ជ ីចិតអ�1 តរបស់អងa bច] 
[KC carves the lamella of the Angkuoch]  
 
[06:10]  
 

េនះª «អ�1 ត» របស់�។  
This is the ‘lamella’ of an Angkuoch.  
 
ខO P ំចិតេនះេដZម]ី�ក់8កប។  
I am carving here to put on the covers.  
 

[06:30]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជី ចិតខ$ងអងa bចស8'ប់�ក់គ8មប]  
[KC carves the back of the Angkuoch.]  
 
[06:58]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី{នª�ំ{ច់�ក់8កប? 
Why do you have to put covers on the Angkuoch?  
  



 ខO P ំ�ក់8កបេដZម]ីឱw�លឺសេម�ងេពល² ត់។  
 I put covers on to make it produce a sound when I go to play it.  
 
[07:12] 
 
េបZអត់8កប េតZអងa bច�ចបេ~� ញសេម�ង{នែដរឬេទ? 
If there are no covers, can an Angkuoch produce a sound?  
 

េបZមិន'ន8កបេទ �នឹងមិនលឺសេម�ងេទេµេពលែដលខO P ំយក�មកេលង។  
If there are no covers, it cannot produce a sound when I go to play it.   

 
[07:50] 

 
ខO P ំ8ត�វេធ̀Z�ឱwតូចល� ម េដZម]ីឱwសេម�ង�លឺរ.ស់ល¶ ។  
I have to make it small so then it can make a resonant sound.  
 

[08:12]  
  
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីយកចេ8មuកឬសWីមួយេទTតមកពុះ]  
[KC takes another small piece of bamboo to chop.]  
 
[08:26]  
 
ចុះt9ត់របស់េនះេដZម]ីេធ̀Zអ̀ី?  
What do you cut this thing for?  
 

ខO P ំ9ត់េដZម]ីស8'ប់បិទ8តង់កែន�ងេនះ។ 
ខO P ំចិតឱw�េស1 ZងេដZម]ី·ត់ប~̧¹លកែន�ងេនះ ដូេច$ះ េµេពលែដលខO P េំលងេº 
��ចលឺសេម�ង។  
I cut it to stick it here. I carve it thin and I then can put it on here. So when I 
play, it can produce a sound.  
 

[08:48]  
 
េតZtេ»របស់េនះ¼½៉ងេម៉ច?  
How do you call that thing?  
  
 ខO P ំេ»�¼ «8កប»។  
 I call it a `cover’.  
 
ែតtេ»របស់អមÀញ់មិញ¼8កបែដរហ$ ឹង? 
Did you also call that thing ‘cover’ just now?  
 

េនះªតួរបស់� តួរបស់អងa bច!  
It is a body. Body of an Angkuoch!   

 
[10:00]  
 
របស់េនះ'នទំហំេទ? 
Does it have a specific size?  
 

�z� នទំហំេទ។ ខO P ំ8zន់ែត8ត�វ�ស់8បែវងអ�1 ត ស8'ប់�ក់�ប~̧¹ល។  



It has no [specific] size. I just need to measure the size of the lamella for 
making these things [covers] to put on it.  
 

េតZt8ត�វ�ក់ប~̧¹ល�ងំសង�ង? 
Do you have to stick it [a cover] on both sides?  
 

{ទ! 8ត�វ�ក់�ងំសង�ង។ េបZខO P ំ�ក់ែត'¡ ង �នឹងមិនលឺសេម�ងេទ។ ដូេច$ះ 
ខO P ំ8ត�វ�ក់�ងំសង�ង។  
Yes! Have to put it on both sides. If I put it on only one side, it will make no 
sound. So I have to put it on both sides.  

 
[10:51]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ី*ក² ត់អងa bចែដលzត់េទZបេធ̀Z{ន]  
[KC flicks the Angkuoch to test the sound]  
 
[11:28]  
 
[េ.កt 89ក់ ជ ីចិតអងa bចបែនÅមេទTត]  
[KC carves the Angkuoch more]  
 
[11:29]  
 
េតZt8ត�វចិត�ឱw9ន់ែតេស1 ZងេទTតែដរឬអត់?  
Do you have to carve it thinner?  
 

ខO P ំេធ̀ZេនះេដZម]ីឱw�លឺរ.ស់។ 
I am doing this to make it sound more resonant.  
 

[11:43 -END]   


